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Abstract

Statistical model checking is one of the powerful methods, used to analyze any large

system. Test bed experiments are used for analysis of routing algorithms in computer

network. For more deeper penetration, we use statistical model checking to analyze

properties and performance of opportunistic networks. In order to do so, we link a

statistical model checker to a discrete event simulator for opportunistic network. This

linking allows statistical model checking of several opportunistic network properties and

protocols.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

Nowadays, social networks are a part of everybody’s daily life. In a social network, people

form groups with the people whom they find alike or with whom they find something

common like language, organization, place etc. which is also known as homophiles in

sociology. Availability of different applications like WhatsApp, Facebook etc. make

social networks stronger.

Wikipedia reports that the estimated number of mobile phone users are 3.3 billion

worldwide, which is more than half of the world’s population and most of them are

smartphone users, which also helps social network grow more.

Opportunistic networks are delay tolerant networks. Human mobility is used to forward

messages from source to destination. The movement model in an opportunistic network

follows the human behavior, which allows researchers to predict the node behaviour.

PROPHET[1] routing protocol is an example of how opportunistic networks depend on

social networks.

Opportunistic network has large possibilities in research, which motivates us to work on

this field and for that we study opportunistic networks and using formal methods like

model checking, we explore various properties of opportunistic networks.

This thesis arranged as follows. Section 2 provides a quick introduction to the concepts,

terminology and tools used in this thesis. Section 3 describes our approach and imple-

mentation. Section 4 discusses experimental results and analysis. Section 5 discusses

another application of statistical model checking, wherein propagation of epidemics and

malware in human and computer networks is analyzed using MultiVeStA. Section 6

concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries and Previous work

2.1 Opportunistic Networks

Opportunistic networks are basically wireless networks. Nodes in these networks are

typically handheld devices like smartphones carried by people. Opportunistic networks

do not require any additional infrastructure, and are similar to mobile ad hoc networks.

Many techniques from mobile ad hoc networks can be used in opportunistic networks.

Mobile ad hoc networks need real time routing[9] and it assumes that every node in the

network is willing to route the traffic. It uses multi-hop communication. Opportunistic

networks are basically delay tolerant networks which use human mobility[10] to transfer

information. Opportunistic networks face numerous challenges because of disruptions,

delays and connectivity. Privacy[2] is one of the main issue in opportunistic networks

because it is difficult to maintain trust between nodes.

Opportunistic networks work on store carry forward paradigm. Assume that a message

is stored in some portable device like a mobile phone. Then a person carries the data

with him while walking or travelling around. In forwarding phase, the device sends data

to another device based on some criteria which brings message closer to the destination.

2.2 Routing Protocols in Opportunistic Networks

The main problem in opportunistic networks is to forward the message to the next hop.

Since in opportunistic networks route is calculated at every hop, so strictly dynamic

routing is used in opportunistic networks.
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Routing in opportunistic networks is based on two functions:

1. To find a path to the destination:

• There is no fixed path between source and destination in an opportunistic

network. Intermediate nodes are used to form the paths dynamically.

2. Selection of next hop forwarder:

• If multiple paths are available, than find a intermediary node which can for-

ward data to destination as soon as possible.

The classification of various routing algorithm[3], which can be used in opportunistic

network are show in FIGURE 2.1 below

Every Routing has its own unique advantages and disadvantages. We discuss a brief

overview of all routing algorithms in this section.

• Direct Transmission: - source directly sends data to the destination. This

method is simple but delivery delay is high.

• Flooding based: - Flooding based routing algorithms are basically of two types

– controlled and uncontrolled. In uncontrolled method, we use epidemic models,

which have high delivery rate but use large bandwidths. In controlled method, we

try to avoid usage of unnecessary bandwidth which causes more delay in message

delivery, when compared to uncontrolled methods.
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• Prediction based: - Prediction based routing algorithms basically use proba-

bility to predict the next best hop. If prediction is successful, then it gives best

results but if prediction fails then message delay will be high.

• Context based: - In some cases, prediction based techniques may fail and reduce

delivery ratio. In order to improve delivery ratio, prediction based approach is

further refined by utilizing context information.

• Coding based: - In coding based routing schemes, a message is transformed

into another format prior to transmission. Limited amount of blocks can be used

to regenerate original message.

We use Epidemic, Spray and Wait, Maxprop and Prophet routing protocols in our ex-

periments. Prophet is a prediction based routing protocol and rest three are flooding

based protocols. ONE Simulator described in next section can be used to simulate

opportunistic networks.

2.3 The ONE Simulator

Opportunistic Network Environment(ONE) is an open source Discrete Event Simula-

tor[4] for opportunistic networks. ONE is implemented on java and provides multiple

features for opportunistic networks.

ONE is capable of features like:

• Generating node movement using different movement models like Random Way

Point and Map-Based Movement, etc.

• Supports several DTN routing protocols like Epidemic , Spray and wait. etc.

• Providing visualization of both mobility and message passing in real time.

• Importing mobility data from real-world traces.

2.4 Model Checking and MultiVeStA

Implementation and verification of system are important phases in software engineering.

Sometimes verification may take more efforts than implementation. Formal methods like

model checking[5] provide greater help in terms of analysis and verification. Properties

of the system which need to be verified, can be specified using an appropriate logic
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systems. Model checking algorithms can then be used to check whether the system

satisfies the properties or not.

Probabilistic model checking is mainly of two types – Numerical and Statistical model

checking.

• Numerical model checking is a state space exploration based technique. Numerical

model checking is accurate, costly and is not suitable for larger networks. For larger

networks, we use statistical model checking.

• Statistical model checking is based on simulation and statistical techniques like

hypothesis testing. Statistical model checking is fast and scales much better than

numerical model checking in larger networks. Statistical model checking is simple

to implement but is not completely accurate, especially with small sizes networks.

2.4.1 MultiVeStA

MultiVeStA[8] is a descendant of VeStA[6] model checker. Building on VeStA and

PVeStA[7], Sebastio and Vandin developed MultiVeStA.

MultiVeStA is a java based statistical analysis tool which can be easily integrated with

existing discrete event simulators. It also provides capabilities of distributed statistical

analysis and statistical model checking.

MultiVeStA supports verification of models using queries expressed in logic like PCTL,

CSL and MultiQuaTEx queries, which are very powerful. We can ask several logical

queries using MultiQuaTEx query language. MultiQuaTEx, a simple extension of Qua-

TEx, allows multiple simultaneous queries to be answered on same simulation set.
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Approach and Implementation

To implement statistical model checking for opportunistic networks, we need a simulator

for opportunistic network i.e. ONE simulator and a model checker i.e. MultiVeStA.

Figure 3.1: Linking between ONE and MultiVeStA

The linking between ONE simulator and MultiVeStA is show in figure 3.1 above. The

NewConnector class extends the NewState class of MultiVeStA. NewConnector is

used to link ONE and MultiVeStA, and works as an intermediary class. This class keeps

track of simulation variables which are relevant for MultiQuaTEx queries.

ONE simulator has MessageStatsReport class, which provides the values needed for

MultiQuaTEx queries. The MessageStatsReport class was made singleton to syn-

chronize updated simulation variables among different classes.
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For accessing the variables and their values, we use rval(int arg) function. For every

value of arg, we have a corresponding output. We have used the following map of

arguments to the simulation variables:

• rval(0) returns true if the simulation is completed and false otherwise.

• rval(1) returns the current simulation time.

• rval(2) returns the number of messages created during a simulation.

• rval(4) returns the number of active messages – messages which have not yet

been dropped or delivered.

• rval(5) returns the ratio of the number of delivered messages to the number of

created messages (also called the delivery ratio).

• rval(9) returns the ratio of the number of aborted to created messages.

MultiVeStA provides two variations for model checking: Stepwise Simulation and

Whole simulation. Stepwise simulation checks for the properties of system after each

discrete step of simulation. In case of Whole simulation, the properties are checked only

after the simulation is completed.

In our experiment we perform each simulation in a map area of dimension 4000 ×
3000 meters. Each map contains 125 nodes which are randomly placed on the map

by ONE Simulator.We use the Random Waypoint mobility model, with a speed in the

range of 0.5 to 1.5 m/s for our experiments.The communication range of each node

in the simulation is 10 meters, which falls in the category of Bluetooth interfaces.The

MessageEventGenerator class is used to create messages uniformly at random in a

10 second interval after every 25 seconds. Each message has a TTL of 300 minutes.
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Results and Analysis

For running MultiQuaTEx queries and getting results, we need MultiVeStA Client and

Server model. We provide a server list and port numbers available for model checker.

We start Server in one terminal and Client in another terminal.

• Server Command

java -cp .:lib/* vesta.mc.NewVestaServer 49141(PortNumber)

In this command, we provide classpath of MultiVeStA.jar to start the Ves-

taServer.

• Client Command

java -cp .:lib/* vesta.NewVesta -sd core.NewConnector -m ModelName

-f quatex/queryname.quatex -l ServerList/Server -bs 10 -ms 100 -a 0.005

-d1 0.0004 -se core.NewEvaluator -osws ONESTEP

In this command, we provide classpath of NewVesta class which contains main

function.

– sd is for state descriptor.

– m is for Model name (usually initial setting file).

– f is for the file name of QuaTEx query.

– l is for the file containing list of available servers.

– bs is for batch size. We use batch size 10 in over experiment.

– ms is for maximum number of simulations allowed. We use 100 simulations

i.e 10 batches of 10 simulations each.

Using MultiQuaTEx queries, we studied some properties of opportunistic network rout-

ing protocols.
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• Example 1

Expected value of delivery ratio at the end of the simulation for different routing

protocols.

• MultiQuaTEx Syntax

Delivery Ratio : the number of delivered messages to the created messages

s.rval(0) : returns whether the simulation has ended.

s.rval(5) : returns the delivery ratio

delivery()= if { s.rval( 0 )== 1.0 } then {s.rval(5) } else {0} fi;

eval E[ delivery( ) ] ;

• Results

Figure 4.1: The Delivery Ratio

• Analysis

Epidemic, Spray and Wait and MaxProp are Flooding based Routing and results

show the similar behavior but Prophet is prediction based which is different from

other three.
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• Example 2

Probability that the delivery ratio remains low(in range 0.015 to 0.03).

• MultiQuaTEx Syntax

s.rval(2) : returns the number of created messages.

s.rval(5) : returns the delivery ratio

del ratio() = if { s.rval( 0 ) == 1.0 && s.rval( 2 ) == 0.0 } then {0} else

if{ s.rval( 5 ) =0.015 && s.rval( 5 ) = 0.03 } then {1} else {0} fi fi ;

eval E[ del ratio()];

• Results

Figure 4.2: The Delivery Ratio

• Analysis

At the initial stage, the delivery ratio remains low so the corresponding proba-

bility is more but when time increases delivery ratio also increases and thus the

probability decreases.
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• Example 3

Expected value of active messages at different timestamps for different routing

protocols.

• MultiQuaTEx Syntax

active msgs( x )= if { s.rval( 1 ) ≥ x } then { s.rval( 4 ) } else #active msgs({ x })fi;
eval parametric( E[ active msgs( x ) ] , x , 0 , 2 , 20 ) ;

• Results

Figure 4.3: The Delivery Ratio

• Analysis Initially, we have less active nodes. As time increases, active nodes also

increase but after a particular time period, either message is delivered or aborted,

so the number of active messages decrease.
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Propagation of Epidemics and

Malware in Human and

Computer Networks

In this chapter, we discuss another application of statistical model checking using Mul-

tiVeStA – propagation of epidemics and malware in human and computer networks

respectively.

We used a java based DES which works on concept of SIR model. SIR stands for

Susceptible, Infected and Recovered. SIR model is an epidemic model which computes

the number of infected nodes with a contagious illness in a closed system. DES also

supports early vaccination scheme. Vaccination is based on four methods: 1. Random

vaccination 2. Degree distribution 3. Betweenness centrality 4. Closeness centrality.

In next section, we discuss linking between DES and MultiVeStA.

5.0.1 Linking between DES and MultiVeStA

Linking between DES and MultiVeStA is shown in figure 5.1 below. We implemented

NewConnector class to link DES and MultiVeStA.

As discussed about Server and Client method of MultiVeStA in previous chapter,

we use the same method here for asking MultiQuaTEx queries. First, MultiVeStA calls

the NewConnector class to start simulations. We use same graph for all the queries.

12
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Figure 5.1: Linking Between DES and MultiVeStA

SIR Model class then computes the result, which we will get in our NewConnector

class. MultiVeStA gets the required values using rval function. We use the following

map of the arguments to the simulation variables.

• rval(1) returns true if the simulation is completed and false otherwise.

• rval(2) returns number of infected nodes at the current time.

• rval(3) returns the number of recovered nodes at the current time.

• rval(4) returns the number of susceptible nodes at the current time.

• rval(5) returns the current simulation time.

• rval(6) and rval(7) return status of node A and B respectively.

• rval(8) and rval(9) return simulation time when node A and B get infected

respectively.

• rval(10) returns difference of infection time of node A and B.

• rval(11) returns the percentage of the nodes which are not infected at the current

time.

In our experiment, we perform each simulation for 100000 nodes on a small world graph

of a fixed topology. Each experiment contains fixed 10 initially infected nodes and 30000

vaccinations.
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5.0.2 Results and analysis

Example 1

Probability that node A is infected before node B at the end of the simulation for

different vaccination schemes.

MultiQuaTEx Syntax

s.rval(1): returns true if the simulation is completed and false otherwise.

s.rval(8) and rval(9) : return simulation time when node A and B get infected respec-

tively.

AbeforeB() = if { s.rval (1)==1.0 } then if { s.rval(8) > s.rval(9)

} then {1} else {0} fi else # AbeforeB() fi ;

eval E[ AbeforeB()];

Results

Figure 5.2: Probability of node A infect before node B

Analysis

In case of non vaccination the probability of A is infected before B is is high. In case

of random vaccination and degree vaccination probability relatively low. We use node

number 2670 as A and 56700 as B.
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Example 2

Expected value of infected nodes at different timestamps for different vaccination scheme.

MultiQuaTEx Syntax

s.rval(5): returns the current simulation time.

s.rval(2) : returns number of infected nodes at the current time.

infect no(x)=if { s.rval(5)==x} then { s.rval(2) } else

#infect no({x}) fi;

eval parametric(E[infect no(x)],x,2,3,100);

Results

Figure 5.3: Probability of node A infect before node B

Analysis

In case of non vaccination number of infected node is much high. In case of vaccination

scheme number of infected node remains low.
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Example 3

Probability that 75% of the total node are not infected at different timestamps for

different vaccination scheme.

MultiQuaTEx Syntax

s.rval(5): returns the current simulation time.

s.rval(2) : returns number of infected nodes at the current time.

noninfect(x)=if { s.rval(5) ≥ x } then if { s.rval(11) ≥ 0.75} then

{1} else {0} fi else # noninfect({x}) fi;

eval parametric(E[noninfect(x)],x,15,3,100);

Results

Figure 5.4: Probability of node A infect before node B

Analysis

In this result we clearly seen that in case of non vaccination nodes start getting infected

early and in vaccination scheme it will take longer time. In vaccination scheme less

people are infected so they also recovered early.
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Conclusion

We demonstrated a linking of the MultiVeStA statistical model checker with the ONE

simulator for opportunistic networks. We believe that such a composition would pro-

vide a powerful tool for the analysis of routing algorithms in such networks. We also

demonstrated a linking between SIR model simulator and MultiVeStA for a small world

graph. We show how powerful statistical model checking is and how can it be applied

to real life problems.
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